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Innovation, quality, design: 
Thule Rv's keywords to success

Thule Group has more than 2,000
employees at nine production faci-
lities and more than 35 sales loca-

tions all over the world. The products are
sold through a network of over 31,000 retai-
lers. 2,900 of those are certified Thule
Partners. Thule Group has been listed at
Nasdaq Stockholm since 2014. In 2015 net
sales for Thule Group rose to 5.3 billion SEK.
In 2005, the Group entered the Recreational
Vehicle Product category by acquiring bel-
gian Omnistor, Europe's leading manufactu-
rer of awnings and other RV products,
rebranding it to Thule RV. Today, Thule RV is
one of the leading, and most-award winning
companies in the motorhomes and caravan
market globally and manufactures awnings,
awning tents, bike carriers, entrance steps,
and security and storage solutions for
recreational vehicles. We have lately visi-
ted  the Thule RV Headquarters located
in Menen, Belgium, and we faced the
power and philosophy of this brand
employing about 200 people in a
huge and technologically up to
date 21,000m² production site.
Thule RV research and develop-
ment team developes in-house each
year several new products aiming,
as keywords, to innovation, design
and quality. Covering the wider range

of products in the RV sector, Thule
definetly targets OEM market with his pro-
duction and investment power, the way the
Group has choosen to keep on providing top
products to his customers. In Menen assem-
bly site Thule RV produces especially THULE
OMNISTOR AWNINGS model 5200 and 1200
and THULE STEPS 12V line. At Thule RV
awnings pro-
duc-

tion, automated processes
increase efficiency, flexibility

and ergonomics and
highly ranked values as quality and
safety are top priorities. At rope sea-
ling installation the automated making
of awning fabrics introduces the conti-
nous and ultrasonic PVC welding and
“on the fly” cut on leght. The process
also improves the water tightness by
avoidance of stitchness. At spring-pull
unit for in-house spring assembly,
after bringing manually the parts into
the machine, the unit pulls and fixes
the spring in the spring arms. The uni-
t's automated intervention ensures the

cor-
rect tension on the
arms resulting a perfect ten-
sion of the awning's fabric.
All these technological and
grown oriented efforts lead
Thule RV to the top of OEM
installators with important
products like THULE OMNISTOR
AWNINGS model 5200 and 1200 and
THULE STEPS 12V line. As a new stan-
dard for contemporary recreational
vehicles awnings, Thule Omnistor 5200
is available in seven lengths from
1.92m up to 4.52m. The awning is sto-
red in a sturdy aluminium profile cas-
sette for a long-lasting guaranteed
safety and reliability. And this is where
finally thanks to the sturdy spring

arms the fabric can be perfectly
tensioned. The Omnistor 5200

is safe and easy to use
with the Quick Release

Support Legs and the Thule
Tent/LED mounting rail, on

which a Thule tent or Thule LED
Strip can be mounted. With the Thule
Quick Lock System and third support
leg, the Omnistor 5200 is proven to be
extremely stable. The awning then is

Aboutcamp BtoB visited Belgian facilities of Thule to discover where the entrance steps and awnings
of the famous international brand are built.
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even equipped with its own drainage system
for rainy days.  Thule RV finishes fabrics for
this product in Mystic Grey, Sapphire Blue,
Blue Sky, Alaska Grey, Uni Grey Cassette
Finishes: Anodised, White, Anthracite. The
Thule Omnistor 1200 is a manual bag
awning developed for caravans. In this case
the awning is stored in a high-quality PVC-
sleeve with a sewn kador which slides into
the caravan rail and it is provided with a
fabric security tensioning system. Thanks to
the sturdy roller tube and the optional third
support leg, this bag awning is remarkably
stable and it fits into a small bag. Also for
this line Thule RV provides a colorful elegant
range to the customer: Mystic Grey and
Sapphire and the Blue Bag's finish is white.
STEPS then are the other product area we

enjoyed and we were interested in while visi-
ting Thule RV facilities in Menen. As The pre-
ferred solution for many european manufac-
turers indeed, Thule STEPS 12V with the
Slide-out, Single Step and Double Step
models, is an extremely robust projected and
buildt step system, made of corrugated ano-
dized aluminium. For extra safety the V12
steps as standard also provides a warning
lamp inside the vehicle wich doesn't allow
the car to leave without retiring the steps
back. Some motorized model can even be
equipped with LED light to guarantee the
confort of best visibility. Fresh news finally
come for OEM also from  THULE BIKE CAR-
RIERS with models Excellent and Lift V16.
Thule Excellent comes in the Standard and
Short version. The Standard Version is recom-

mended for a vertical rear wall with moun-
ting heights between 80-150cm. The Short
Version is suitable for shorter mounting
heights. Both carriers feature adjustable
wheel holders and lockable bike holders and
are extendable to transport four bikes in
total. Both the Standard and Short Version
are suited for e-bikes. The new rear-mounted
bike carrier Thule Lift V16 is suitable for e-
bikes up to 30kg, thanks to the specially rein-
forced structure. The wheel holders are
equipped with the pump buckle tensioning
system and the bike clamps have integrated
locks. Thule Lift V16 offers the ability to
lower the platform by 70cm, making the loa-
ding and unloading of bikes very easy. The
bike carrier is available with either a hand
crank or 12V motor.
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Thule Double
Step 12V

Thule Step Slide Out
manual 400

Thule Single Step 12V
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Patrick Dehaen
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Visit us at the Caravan 
Salon in Düsseldorf
Hall 13 Booth B45
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